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About This Content

This is the official Soundtrack of Iconoclasts.

Delivered in MP3 and playable in your Steam Music Player.

Relive the heart-wrenching epic in audio format.

Track list:

01 - Prelude (Opening)

02 - Nuts and Bolts (Title)

03 - Robin (Blockrock)

04 - Home (Robin's House)

05 - Controlled Cacophony (Battle 1)

06 - Brackish (Agents Theme)

07 - Family (Settlement 17)
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08 - Dance of Desires (Mina's Theme)

09 - Machines (Battle 2)

10 - Chile (Shard Wasteland)

11 - Impressionables (Battle 3)

12 - Preacher (Chrome's Theme)

13 - Royalty (Royal's Theme)

14 - Youth March

15 - Perished (Game Over)

16 - Ocean Ripple (Isilugar)

17 - Nomads (Isilugar Depths)

18 - Raison d'être

19 - Sole Concern

20 - Whiteout (VS Agent White)

21 - Under Siege

22 - Strait Song (Glass Strait)

23 - Unwanted Stranger (Blockrock Raining)

24 - Revelatory Rhythm

25 - Charged Atmosphere (Ferrier Shockwood)

26 - Indoctrination (The Tower)

27 - Duel (VS Silver Watchman)

28 - Ragtime

29 - Darkness (Dark Cave)

30 - Far Reaches (Darland Ascent)

31 - Omega (VS Omega Wheel)

32 - Poison Blood (Ash's Theme)

33 - Greater Good (One Concern)

34 - Jet Black (VS Black)
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35 - Base

36 - Ivory Towers (City One)

37 - Mother (VS Oedipuss)

38 - Blessed Creations (Bastion)

39 - Chemical Reaction (VS Mendeleev)

40 - Fight Unseen (VS Nobel)

41 - Moonlight (VS Ivory Beast)

42 - Ways Lost (Blockrock Final)

43 - Psychopomp (VS Mother's Corners)

44 - Memento Mori (VS Fitzroy)

45 - Descent (Impact Zone)

46 - Conscience

47 - Cosmic Event (Final Battle 1)

48 - Castle Doctrine (Final Battle 2)

49 - Rebirth

50 - Respite (Credits)

51 - Get Ready (Release Date Trailer)
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This game plays like a unity browser game. I really liked this game! I ending up getting two bad endings before I got the good
one, but that made the happy ending feel so much sweeter. Definately worth the price. :). Overall a very good RPG. Its got a
nice balance between army fighting and adventuring. If I were to summaries it I'd say its like a Total War meets a Civ light. You
don't do a lot of mirco managing like in other games, but enough that you have to keep on top of things. This is a favorite game
on STEAM currenlty.. its not pressure senitive not fluent movement. i. The biggest problem with this game is that it takes a bit
getting into.

The way it is set up is that every location, except for the rickshaw - which has a mini-game to choose where you are going, is a
list of hidden objects. After the first four stright, with just a bit of dialoge between, I it felt boring so I left it for a while.

Coming back to the game, the pace picks up and there are several very different, clever and pleasent mini-games, between a lot
more list screens. And then it got much more interesting. You do come back to the same HOG screen - but have to find
different things, and there are enough so replay is probably good. Just a lot of the things.

The story is quite good with an unexpected plot twist that were very enjoyable. The graphics are good. The feel of Japan is very
nice. The music wasn't bad, but not great.

All in all a very good game.. Awesome bat and ball game with some quirky humour.
There is enough variety in the levels to make it interesting and lots of power ups.. This is a realy nice space game with alot of
detailed customization of ships and bases. I recommend getting one of the mod's for the game though to have even more
customization options.
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Free and barely takes any storage so why not. This game is well done and really interesting! It just has one problem: I can never
finish it, because it freezes and crashes all the game sessions... I hope it will get fixed. But for now, it's not playable.. Get rid of
that damn inverted control b\/s. Let up be up and down be down. Totally lost interest after just a few mins because of this. At
least give us the option to change the controls in settings. Feel like I just threw a dollar in the trash....

REVISED: Within just an hour the devs for this game instructed me how to adjust the controls!! GREAT SUPPORT!! Fun
game and a buck WELL SPENT! Awesome support and thank you!!. This game is absolutely amazing, but I grew up with it.
Every so often I bring it up and play it for a few hours. Would totally recommend to anyone but the biggest problem is that this
particular version didn't work well on my computer, something to do with windows 10. There are offical fixes floating around
on the internet.. Low quality than PS4 but more expensive... Great!! *sign*
. I have been looking forward to the Steam-Release (on top of the overall release) of this game for some time now, Glad to see
its finally here! =D
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